ROADMAP TO 2030 AND BEYOND

Our vision is a responsible world-wide supply chain that promotes trust in the global fine jewellery & watch industry

- Safe & decent work, human rights upheld, gender equality, good governance, reduced GHG emissions, responsible sourcing & production
- Reporting on ESG metrics linked to priority SDGs & COP provisions
- Bar raised across the industry

Members show continuous improvement of ESG and human rights performance

- Increased learning and sharing of best practice
- Members start their responsibility journey and adopt the standards
- Increased member awareness / participation on SDGs
- Innovative, inclusive solutions identified & implemented
- Stakeholder interest and action on ESG mobilised
- Ambition on sustainability issues raised, policy reform, increased demand for responsible practices
- ESG becomes mainstream
- Greater recognition/acceptance of RJC certification by stakeholders
- Creation of an enabling environment which rewards responsible practices

- Partnerships deliver lasting positive impact on sustainable development
- Stakeholder and consumer trust & confidence
- Industry goes beyond ‘do no harm’ positively impacting priority SDGs
- Partnerships deliver lasting positive impact on sustainable development
- Industry is free from corruption, conflict and illicit activities
- Inclusive and sustainable economic growth and decent work for all
- Our planet’s climate is protected for future generations
- Prosperity
- Gender equality and empowerment of women
- Peace
- Stakeholder and consumer trust & confidence

COLLECTIVE POSITIVE IMPACT THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS PRACTICES ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN

- Ambition on sustainability issues raised, policy reform, increased demand for responsible practices
- ESG becomes mainstream
- Greater recognition/acceptance of RJC certification by stakeholders
- Creation of an enabling environment which rewards responsible practices

Outreach: Stakeholder interest and action on ESG mobilised
- Results: Increased awareness of RJC's role in advancing members’ ESG performance
- Advocacy & leadership on critical ESG issues

- Advocacy for Positive Change Impact Pathway
- Partnership for Progress Impact Pathway
- Members First Impact Pathway

Knowledge: Increased learning and sharing of best practice
- Application: Members start their responsibility journey and adopt the standards
- General Requirements
- Responsible supply chain, human rights & the environment
- Safe & decent work, fair trade, responsible sourcing, due diligence
- Responsible mining, due diligence
- Responsible & ethical procurement
- Responsible & ethical management

RJC STRATEGIC PILLARS

- HUMAN RIGHTS
- LABOUR
- ENVIRONMENT
- ANTI-CORRUPTION